
Lara completed 105 sit-ups in 3 minutes. How many sit-ups did she accomplish

per minute?

Amy’s Knitwear sold a total of 54 scarves equally over 6 days. Find the number

of scarves that were sold per day.

A gas station registers a total of 144 sales during 6 non-peak hours on Monday. 

Find the number of sales recorded per hour.

Ms. Wilkins divides 32 students in her class into groups of 8 for a class activity. 

How many students will you �nd in each group?
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Zara splits 255 candies equally into 51 bags for Halloween. What number of  

candies does each bag contain?

Penny distributes 70 sorbet bars equally among her 35 of her friends. How 

many sorbet bars did each of them get?
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Lara completed 105 sit-ups in 3 minutes. How many sit-ups did she accomplish

per minute?

Amy’s Knitwear sold a total of 54 scarves equally over 6 days. Find the number

of scarves that were sold per day.

A gas station registers a total of 144 sales during 6 non-peak hours on Monday. 

Find the number of sales recorded per hour.

Ms. Wilkins divides 32 students in her class into groups of 8 for a class activity. 

How many students will you �nd in each group?

Answer key
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Zara splits 255 candies equally into 51 bags for Halloween. What number of  

candies does each bag contain?

Penny distributes 70 sorbet bars equally among her 35 of her friends. How 

many sorbet bars did each of them get?

35 sit-ups/minute

9 scarves/day

 24 sales recorded/hour

4 students/group

5 candies/bag

2 sorbet bars/friend
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